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Abstract-Traditional methods such as adaptive 

tracking-by-detection approaches generate a set of samples 

and, depending on the type of learner, producing training 

labels. ,However, it is not clear how to best perform their 

sample step. Furthermore, the objective for the classifier 

(label prediction) is not explicitly coupled to the objective for 

the tracker (accurate estimation of object position.). Then a 

new method named ,Struck, it avoids these steps and 

operates directly on the tracking .output. Struck uses a 

kernelized structured output support vector machine (SVM), 

which is learned ,online to provide adaptive tracking. 

What’s ,more, to allow for real-time application, it applies a 

budgeting mechanism which prevents the unbounded growth 

in the number of support vectors which would otherwise 

occur during tracking. However, this method does not run 

fast and may affect its real-time performance. To further 

improve its operating speed and simplify algorithm without 

reducing much ,accuracy, researchers introduce fast 

searching method to replace its original initial sampling and 

change some of its default .parameters. Just from the 

amount of ,calculation, the method can partly develop 

algorithm speed with good performance.  

Keywords-Struck; SVM; Fast Searching Method; NTSS; 

Object Tracking 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   Computer vision for tracking arbitrary objects is widely 

studied .recently. Visual object tracking is one of the core 

problems of computer vision, with wide-ranging 

applications including human-computer interaction, 

surveillance and augmented reality, to name just a few. 

For other areas of computer vision which aim to perform 

higher-level tasks such as scene understanding and action 

recognition, object tracking provides an essential 

component[1]. 

Tracking-by-detection [2], which treats the tracking 

problem as a detection task applied over time, has become 

particularly popular recently. There are mainly two factors 

for its popularity: one is due to the great deal of progress 
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made recently in object detection, with many of the ideas 

being directly transferable to tracking [2]. Another factor 

is that the classifiers used by these approaches are allowed 

to be trained online which provides a natural mechanism 

for adaptive tracking, for example [3,4,5]. 

These algorithms separate the adaptation phase of the 

tracker into two distinct parts: one is the generation and 

labeling of samples; the other is the updating of the 

classifier[1]. However, this separation raises many issues, 

which may influence the robustness of the classifier due to 

poorly labeled samples. ,Firstly, it is necessary to design a 

strategy for generating and la- belling samples, and it is 

not clear how this progress should be done in a principled 

manner. Furthermore, the objective for the classifier (label 

prediction) is not explicitly coupled to the objective for 

the tracker (accurate estimation of object position.). Some 

of these kind adaptive methods mainly focus on 

improving tracking performance by increasing the 

robustness of the ,classifier, such as using robust loss 

functions [6], semi-supervised learning [7], and 

multiple-instance learning [3]. 

   Different from these tracking-by-detection methods, 

struck[1] takes a different way and frame the overall 

tracking problem as one of structured output prediction, in 

which the task is to directly predict the change in object 

location between frames[1]. Not only does this method 

presents a novel and principled adaptive tracking via 

detection framework, which integrates the learning and 

tracking, but also avoids the need for updating strategies. 

Struck method makes use of online structured output 

SVM learning method proposed in [10, 11] and adapt it to 

the tracking problem, due to their good generalization 

ability, robustness to label noise, and flexibility in object 

representation through the use of kernels [8, 9]. To meet 

real-time ,operation, a budget maintenance step is 

involved since the number of support vectors of online 

learning with kernels increase largely with the amount of 

training data. Experiments illustrates that struck results in 

large performance gains over state-of-the-art tracking by 

detection approaches[1].  

    However, even adopting a budget, computational 

efficiency is not so .satisfactory. Our experiments 

regrettably turn out that under VS2010 software with 

openness vision library and eigen matrix library, the 

running time of each frame of the default video to be 

tracked will be more than 20 seconds. How to further 

improve its operating speed and simplify algorithm 

without reducing much accuracy reminds a big problem to 

be solved. Therefore, researchers hope to introduce fast 

searching method to replace some of its intermediate steps 

and change some of its default parameter to improve the 

efficiency of the algorithm. 

II. ONLINE STRUCTURED OUTPUT TRACKING 

   In the following section, researchers provide an 

overview of struck tracking method (as is shown in Fig.1) 

and main steps of  algorithm, please tend to reference [1] 

for more .details. 

 

Figure 1. Struck: Structured Output Tracking 

A. Structured output SVM 

Struck proposes learning a prediction function 

yxf : , where x is the bounding box and y is the 

desired transformation of the target, to directly estimate 

the object transformation between frames. Here struck is 
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applied in single target tracking. When struck initialize the 

first frame of the default video to locate target using haar features, 

it uses radials sample in the 2D translation case it was 

sufficient to sample from y on a polar grid, rather than 

considering every pixel offset. When the target is located, 

struck box it with a 30 x 30 rectangular search window x . Then 

set its midpoint as center, 30 pixel as radius, Divide the circle into 

nt/2 parts and take nr/30 points on each  radius, as the 

sampling points are shown in fig.2(here researchers set 

8nt , 5nr In real program these parameters are bigger ). 

Every new point will be the mid points of the new box x .  

90

 

Figure 2.  Initial sampling 

Then output space is the space of all transformations 

y. In this approach, a labeled example is a pair (x,y), 

researchers learn f  in a structured output SVM 

framework [12, 13], which introduces a discriminant 

function RyxF : that can be used for prediction 

according to the step 2 in figure 1, Where t=1,...,T is the 

time, 1tP  is the position of the object at time t-1. A 

maximization step is performed to predict the best object 

transformation ty  and researchers find the new position 

of the target by ttt yPP  1 (step 3). The function F  

includes the label y explicitly that can be used into the 

learning .algorithm. A labeled example relative to the new 

tracker location ),( 0yx tP

t  is supplied to update the 

prediction function online. F measures the compatibility 

between (x,y) pairs and gives high scores to those which 

are well matched [1]. A form ),(,),( yxwyxF  , 

where � ),( yx  is a joint kernel map (to be shown in 

section C),  can be learned in a large-margin framework 

from a set of example pairs )},(),...,,{( 11 nn yxyx by 

minimizing the convex objective function 
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Where, ),(),()( yxyxy iiii  . Struck uses a 

loss function to address the issue raised previously of all 

samples being treated equally, and it is based on bounding 

box overlap, and use 
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Where ),( yyso

Pt  is the overlap measurement. 

B. Online optimization 

     To optimize (1) in an online setting, struck chooses 

the approach in [10,11]. Using standard Lagrangian 

duality techniques, (2) can be converted into its equivalent 

dual form        
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Then set discriminant function as  
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,

),(),(),(  . As in the 

case of classification SVMs, it can be defined implicitly in 

terms of an appropriate joint kernel function (to be 

discussed in Section D). 

),(),,(),,,( yxyxyxyxk  . As in [2], by 

reparametrising (3) according to 
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Then the dual can be considerably simplified to 
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Where 1),( yy if yy  and 0 otherwise. Then 

researchers can note that discriminant function is 

simplified to  
yi i

y

i yxyxyxF
,

),(),,(),(  . 

Then struck chooses pairs ),( yxi  for which 0y

i  

as support vectors and those ix  included in at least one 

support vectors as patterns. For a given support pattern  

ix , only the support vector ),( ii yx will have 0iy

i  

while any other support vectors ),( yxi , iyy  ,will 

have 0y

i .Struck refers to these as positive and 

negative support vectors respectively. The core step in the 

optimization algorithm of [10, 11] is an SMO-style step 

[14] (step 6 and 10) which improves (4) with respect to a 

pair of 
y

i and 
y

i  and with the constraint 

 
y

y

i 0  coefficients must be modified by opposite 

amounts (for more details please tend to [1] ). For a given 

(  yyi ,, )     

are chosen to define the feasible search direction with 

respect to a single coefficient 
y

i is given by  

      ),(),( yxFyy ii                  (5 ) 

Here struck possesses three different update steps: 

PROCESSNEW,PROCESSOLD and OPTIMIZE. 

PROCESSNEW and PROCESSOLD both have the ability 

to add new support vectors, which gives the learner the 

ability to perform sample selection during tracking and 

discover important background elements. The OPTIMIZE 

case only considers existing support vectors, so is a much 

less expensive operation. Following the suggestion in [11], 

struck schedule these update steps as is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

During tracking, researchers maintain a set of support 

vectors S . For each Syxi ),( , researchers store the 

coefficients 
y

i  and gradients )(ygi , which are both 

incrementally updated during an SMO step. If the SMO 

step results in a 

y

i becoming 0, the corresponding support vector is 

removed from S . 

C.  Incorporating a budget 

    Since evaluating ),( yxF  requires evaluating kernel 

functions between ),( yx  and each support vector, which 

results in both the computational and storage costs growing 

linearly with the number of support vectors. Therefore, 

struck proposes an approach for incorporating a budget into 

the algorithm. Similar to [15] to remove the support vector 

which results in the smallest change to the weight vector 

names w , as measured by 
2|||| w but also considering 

the SMO step used during optimization and ensuring that the 

constrain  
y

y

i 0 remains satisfied. Each time the 

budget is exceeded struck removes the support vector 

resulting in the minimum. 

D.  Kernel functions and image features 

  SVM classification is more accurate and sings a 

structured output SVM framework provides great 

flexibility in how images are actually represented. As in 

[12], struck proposes using a restriction kernel, which 
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uses the relative bounding box location y to crop a patch 

from a frame 
poy

tx , and then applies a standard image 

kernel between pairs of such patches, 

),(),,,( yopyp

xy xxkyxyxk    

The use of kernels makes it straightforward to incorporate 

different image features into the approach, and in the 

experiments, researchers consider a number of examples. 

Researchers also investigate by using multiple kernels in 

order to combine different image features together. Here 

researchers set harr feature and Gauss kernel function as 

default configuration. 

III. IMPROVEMENT BY FAST SEARCH METHOD 

Our improvement plan is to replace Struck’s original 

target initialization sampling method to block motion 

estimation algorithm thus simplify partial calculation. The 

common block motion estimation algorithms include full search 

method FS, three-step search TSS, new three-step search NTSS, 

four-step search FSS and diamond search DS. In this paper 

researchers choose NTSS as the improvement plan.  

For the initial sampling part, adding original box, there 

are 41 sampling boxes to be analyzed for every 5 frames. As to 

default video, there are 501 frames which means researchers 

should totally calculate 4100 boxes let alone the following 

amount computation. Here researchers use NTSS to replace the 

original steps.  

As is shown in Fig. 3, the first step researchers set the search 

window to 9 x 9 rectangular and sample the center 17 points for 

the following matching operation. If the first step searches the 

minimum SAD in the center of the adjacent points, here are two 

possibilities for the second step. According to the first step, if the 

minimum SAD point is near the center of 9 x 9 rectangular then 

the second step, the boxes whose center points are this17 points 

are what researchers need for the sampling, if the minimum SAD 

point is in the edge points of 9 x 9 rectangular, researchers set this 

point as the new 9 x 9 rectangular and go on the above two steps. 

 

Figure 3.  first search point of INTSS algorithm 

              

Figure 4.  first search point of INTSS algorithm 

Researchers use the search range of 15 * 15 to 

illustrate the performance of this algorithm. In the best 

case, NTSS algorithm just does 17 points matching, and 

the worst case needs to do 33 points matching, because 

the center-biased property of the motion vector is ubiquity 

in the real video sequences. Generally, the probability of 

the NTSS algorithm to do 33 point matching is relatively 

small. 

    Therefore, in the low rate video applications, such as 

video phone or video conference, the advantages of NTSS 

algorithm can be better used. Struck is mainly applied in 

face-tracking algorithm, and the object changes little 

between each frame, so the NTSS can be adapted in 

sampling step to simplify operation process.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

    In view of the study above, researchers can come to 

the conclusion below: 

     1) In terms of tracking accuracy, struck using SVM 

classification is satisfactory in the area of single target 

tracking, but this method does not run fast which may 

affect its real-time performance. 

     2) With the introduction of the NTSS, the amount 

of computation of sampling step is less in slow motion 

video tracking. 

    However, there are still some issues to be solved in 

the further study. The NTSS takes into account the 

center-biased property of the motion vector and makes a 

matching operation on the center of the initial search. 

When the object moves in a small range, this 
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improvement is very effective and can greatly reduce the 

amount of computation. However, when the scope of 

object motion is large, this improvement may bring 

additional computing capacity. And the actual situation is 

more complex, and researchers should consider more 

situations, such as sudden change in motion area and 

occlusion.  
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